PRO-BAC
M
Miiccrroo TTaabb
BACTERIA FOR BIOLOGICAL WASTE DIGESTION IN
GREASE TRAPS, LIFTSTATIONS, MANHOLES AND SEWER LINES

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
PRO-BAC Micro Tab sewer formulation removes greasy build up of organic materials that stick to the side
walls of sewer lines and lift stations. PRO-BAC Micro Tab is a natural replacement for synthetic enzyme
which is prohibited by many sewer authorities. Continuous use of Micro Tabs will create an eco-friendly
environment and eliminate the costly need to hydro-jet lines due to build up of fats, oils, grease and organic
matter.
AREAS OF APPLICATION
PRO-BAC Micro Tab is a dissolvable bacterium based product that slowly releases grease eating bacteria;
producing a by-product of water and carbon dioxide. This sewer formulation is used specifically for sewer
authorities, privately owned sewer lines, manholes and lift stations, reducing the need for frequent grease
removal and costly hydro-jetting.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Powerful yet will not harm drainage systems or plumbing lines – Micro Tab’s biological blend digests
through heavy grease accumulations, eliminates causes of noxious odours and reduces crown corrosion.
Micro Tab requires no maintenance other than monthly plug replacement.
Fast, easy to use – Micro Tab acts without agitation, penetrates and accelerates the transformation of
organic waste into bacterial biomass, carbon dioxide and water. Eliminates need for expensive pumping and
scouring operations. Micro Tab contains multiple bacterial strands, is non-toxic, biodegradable, nongenetically engineered environmental bacteria, non-acid, non-alkaline, with no added enzymes, surfactants
or emulsifiers.

USE DIRECTIONS
Lift Station or Manhole:
Attach the appropriate number of Micro Tabs required. Hold the rope by the end and lower the weighted
end of the rope into the lift station or manhole until it is submerged in about 1 foot of water. Tie the end of
the rope to the top of the lift station. Replace the Micro Tab/s monthly.
Prior to beginning Treatment: Lift Stations, Manholes, Septic Tanks or Cesspools heavily clogged with solids
should be pumped then SHOCKED to prime the system. The shock dosage will vary, depending on the size of
the drain lines of holding areas.
Packaging: 12 Micro Tabs per case

